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Extended Abstract 
In some highly demanding CFD simulations, it appears necessary to simulate multiphase flows involving numerous 

constraints at the same time, such as: large number of fluids, both isentropic and shocked compressible evolution, large 

heat sources, large deformations, transport over long distances, and highly contrasted equation of state stiffnesses. 

Fulfilling such a challenge in a robust and tractable way demands that thermodynamic consistency of the numerical 

scheme be carefully ensured [1]. This is adresses here over an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (or ALE) numerical scheme 

obtain by a three-step mimicking derivation [2]: i) to ensure a compatible exchange between kinetic and internal energies 

under isentropic conditions, a variational least action principle is used to generate the proper pressure forces in the 

momentum evolution equations, ii) to generate the conservative internal energy equation, a tally is performed to match the 

kinetic energy, and iii) artificial dissipation is added to ensure shock stability, but other physical terms could also be added 

(drag forces, heat exchange, gravity, etc.).  
The resulting numerical scheme called GEECS (Geometry, Energy, and Entropy Compatible Scheme) involves the 

following features [4]: i) full conservation of mass, momentum and total energy at discrete level, ii) direct ALE formalism 

where mass, momentum and energy fluxes are taken into account directly into the discrete evolution equations without 

remapping procedures, iii) thermodynamic consistency of the pressure work obtained by application of a variational 

principle, and iv) pressure equilibrium through a simple and local procedure. Multiphase test cases performed in two-

dimensions and using various strenuous grid motion strategies confirm the following properties : i) exact conservation at 

discrete level, ii) robust multi-material like behavior with small residual volume fractions, iii) stable multiphase behavior 

where each fluid has its own velocity in order to obtain drifting between fluids, and iv) versatility regarding grid motions 

(including supersonic shearing, linear interpolation of contact discontinuity, or randomly distorted mesh). 
GEECS represents a proof of concept and a starting point for the application of mimetic ALE schemes for the 

simulation of multiphase flows, and as such only use a first order advection step using a rudimentary upwind scheme. In 

the present work, a simple yet effective second order extension is carried out using a MOOD technique (Multidimensional 

Optimal Order Detection) [4] for ensuring accurate and robust results at second order both in the Eulerian limit (when the 

mesh grid is fixed) and in the Lagrangian limit (when the mesh grid follow fluid motions).  
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